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ABSTRACT

The results of the second year of a two year research

program in nonlinear real-time optical signal processing are

described. The research has concentrated on optical sequential

logic systems for parallel digital processing and on variable

grating mode (VGM) liquid crystal real-time spatial light

modulators. The goal of the program is to extend fast parallel

nonlinear operations to optical processing systems with large

time-bandwidth and space-bandwidth products. Parallel and

twisted nematic liquid crystal light valve (LCLV) devices have

been used as a nonlinear element in a feedback arrangement in the

binary sequential logic system. A computer generated hologram

fabricated on an e-beam system serves as a beamsteering

interconnection element. A completely optical oscillator and

frequency divider have been experimentally demonstrated, and

various circuit interconnection techniques have been explored.

Research has continued on variable-grating mode (VGM) liquid

crystal devices that perform local spatial frequency modulation

as a function of the incident intensity. These devices can be

used for nonlinear processing by selection and recombination of

these spatial frequency components. These devices have many

interesting physical effects with useful applications in both

analog and numerical optical signal processing. Results on the

physical modeling of VGM devices are given, with particular

emphasis on experimental measurements of the Jones matrix
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describing polarized light propagation through the VGM 
cell.
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1. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND PROGRESS

1.1 Introduction and Project Overview

This report summarizes the results of the second year of a

two year research effort in performing nonlinear operations in

optical signal processing and achieving operation in real time

using various input transducers. This section contains an

introduction, motivation for the work and an overview of the

research program.

The recent research described in this report addresses the

need for signal processing systems that can perform high

throughput parallel multi-dimensional operations on signals with

large time-bandwidth and space-bandwidth products. In many of

these applications, digital hardware is inadequate. One goal of

this research has been to explore numerical optical computing

using binary or residue arithmetic. In these systems, signals

exist as discrete levels rather than as analog signals. This new

approach holds much promise for the future if real-time

processing speed, accuracy, and flexibility can be maintained.

During this past year of research we have concentrated on

optical sequential logic systems that directly rely on the

input-output characteristics of IJCLV devices, and on variable

grating mode (VGM) devices and their applications.

Nonlinear optical functions can be achieved directly using
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the inherent transfer characteristics of an optical recording

medium or real-time image transducer. With this type of

nonlinear processing, there is no pulse-width modulation,

intensity-to-spatial frequency conversion or other type of

intermediate mechanism. Thus, these techniques offer the

potential of simple systems that avoid the noise problems

associated with many optical filtering techniques and have much

less stringent space-bandwidth product requirements than systems

which must modulate the input data. Such systems can implement

parallel combinatorial logic and, with the addition of feedback,

parallel sequential logic. Section 1.2 of this report describes

recent results on this subject.

Another convenient method of obtaining point nonlinearities

is through intensity-to-spatial frequency conversion. The idea

is to encode each resolution element of an image with a grating

structure where the period and/or the orientation of the grating

is a function of the image intensity at the point in question.

Assuming certain sampling requirements are met, each intensity

level of interest is uniquely assigned to a different point in

Fourier space and all points with a given intensity in the image

are assigned to the same point in Fourier space (assuming

space-invariant operation is desired). Then a pure amplitude

spatial filter can alter the relative intensity levels in an

arbitrary way, and combination of the filtered components

produces various nonlinear functions. Both continuous-level

(analog) nonlinear functions and various numerical logic

4



functions (binary or residue) are possible. This method relies

on the behavior of variable-grating mode (VGM) liquid crystal

real-time devices which have been developed under this AFOSR

program. Section 1.3 of this report describes work on physical

modeling and measurements of VGM liquid crystal devices. The

goal of this work is to improve their temporal response,

uniformity, lifetime, etc. Several new types of electrically and

optically activated VGM devices have been constructed and

evaluated.

This past year has been very productive; a number of oral

presentations have been made and many written papers have been

submitted describing recent results. Four of the most

significant of these papers are reprinted as part of this report.
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1.2 Optical Sequential Logic

1.2.1 Introduction

There has been considerable work in recent years in

developing optical systems that perform essentially digital

processinq functions. The reasons for this interest include

extending the flexibility of optical processing systems and the

possibility of using the parallel capabilities of optical systems

for digital signal processing. The first steps in t' -, digital

optical computing research have included parallel A/D -onversion

and optical combinatorial logic implementation. F n of these

have been demonstrated in real-time systems at USC [1, -3].

The next step in this progression of experiments is to

demonstrate the feasibility of optical sequential logic. Here

the basic logic gates are interconnected in a circuit which

generally includes some form of feedback. In this system the

temporal response characteristics of the system become very

important. We have developed an optical system which

demonstrates the feasibility of optical sequential logic. In

particular we have implemented a totally optical system which

includes a clock driving a master-slave flip-flop. The basic

elements of a sequential logic system are a nonlinear element

that performs the desired logic function and an interconnection

system to route the outputs of the nonlinear device to the

appropriate inputs.
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Two recent papers that contain the details of this work are

reprinted here. The first paper is "Sequential Optical Logic

Implementation", by B.K. Jenkins, A.A. Sawchuk, T.C. Strand,

R. Forchheimer and B.H. Soffer. This paper has been submitted to

Applied Optics and concentrates on experimental results from the

sixteen gate clocked master-slave optical flip-flop.

A second paper "Architectures for a Sequential Optical Logic

Processor" by P. Chavel, R. Forchheimer, B.K. Jenkins,

A.A. Sawchuk and T.C. Strand, was presented at the Tenth

International Optical Computing Conference in Cambridge, Ma., in

April 1983. This paper is also included. It describes various

interconnection techniques for optical sequential logic systems,

including space-variant, space-invariant and hybrid

computer-generated holograms.
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SEQUENTIAL OPTICAL LOGIC IMPLEMENTATION

B.K. Jenkins, A.A. Sawchuk, T.C. Strand, R. Forchheimer

and B.H. Soffer

Abstract

An optical system that performs sequent'aI binary logic
operations is described. The system consis-s af a spatial light
modulator (SLM) used to provide a nonlinear "'reshold response,
and a computer-generated hologram to prc%'.le interconnect ions
between logic gates. A two-dimensional arrav f lgic gates with
binary inputs and outputs is formed on the -'ive surface of the
SLM. These gates are interconnected by a .wv-::.e,.sional array
of subholograms, one for each gate. Arbirary logic circuits
consisting of NOR gates and inverters can be ii.-eler:ented, and the
system can be reconfigured by changing a single holographic
element. The system is demonstrated using a twisted-nematic
liquid crystal light valve as the SLM. A test circuit has been
implemented that includes a synchronous master-slave flip-flop
and an oscillator consisting of five inverters in a feedback
loop. Experimental results of this test circuit are presented.

B.K. Jenkins, A.A. Sawchuk, T.C. Strand, and R. Forchheimer were
at the University of Southern California, Department of
Electrical Engineering, Los Angeles, Ca. 90089 when this work was
done. T.C. Strand is now with IBM Corp., San Jose, Ca. 95193,
and R. Forchheimer is now with Linkoping University, Linkoping,
Sweden. B.H. Soffer is at Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu,
Ca. 90265.
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I. Introduction

The vast majority of optical processing systems to date have

operated with analog signal levels. While many of these systems

can perform specific operations with extremely high throughput

rates, at the same time they suffer from two basic limitations:

the variety of operations that can be performed and the a <aracy

of the results. These limitations preclude the use of opti:cal

processing systems in certain application areas that cu.:

otherwise benefit from some of the inherent advantages of cpt>:s.

These advantages include a high degree of parallelism, bn'h :n

processing and input/output, and a high density and nunwer of

interconnections. Two approaches have been taken to eliminate or

at least substantially reduce these limitations. Both approaches

utilize discrete, instead of analog, signal levels. One approach

is based on residue arithmetic operations, and optical systems

utilizing this principle have been studied [1-7]. The other

approach is based on binary logic operations, such as used in

conventional electronic computers.

The first step in the binary approach has been to

demonstrate Boolean operations optically. Two-dimensional arrays

of some of these operations such as OR, NOR, AND, NAND, XOR, and

XNOR have been demonstrated using a variety of

optically-addressed two-dimensional spatial light modulators

(SLMs). These include the Pockels readout optical modulator

(PROM) [8,9], the microchannel spatial light modulator (MSLM)
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[10,11), the Hughes liquid crystal light valve (LCLV) [12-14],

and a segmented liquid crystal light valve used as an optical

parallel logic (OPAL) device [15,16). These operations have also

been demonstrated using light-emitting diodes with optical masks

[17]. Other schemes, too numerous to mention here, have also

been used to implement logic gates optically. A review of

optical computing systems, including these combinatorial

operations, is given in reference [181. Very recently, fast

individual optical logic gates have been demonstrated in InSb

[19] and in GaAs [20].

Although these operations form the basic building blocks for

combinatorial logic, in order to build a sequential circuit or an

optical computer, memory is also needed. This can be achieved

using optical feedback. An array of optical flip-flops has been

demonstrated using an LCLV in an optical system with feedback

[21,221, and an array of optical latches has been demonstrated by

using an OPAL device with optical feedback [23]. Fast individual

bistable elements have also been demonstrated in many materials

using feedback by means of a Fabry-Perot cavity [24].

These elements, however, have not been combined to form an

all-optical logic circuit. Such a circuit may have the potential

of combining the high degree of parallelism and interconnection

density found in optical processors with the flexibility and

accuracy of digital electronic computers. A method for combining

these binary elements using fiber optics has been described [25),

10



but a complete system has not been demonstrated experimentally.

A system with an array of optical gates and some optical

memories, under electronic control, has been demonstrated [26].

This system is particularly useful for operations requiring only

local communication, as is the case for many image processing

operations, e.g. cellular logic machines.

In this paper a system is presented which interconnects

optical logic elements to form a sequential logic circuit. Every

signal in this system is represented optically, and at the same

time the system permits the implementation of arbitrary

connections between the individual logic gates. Because this

system is digital, the accuracy limitation mentioned above can be

overcome by selecting the number of bits per data element to

yield the desired accuracy. In addition, the arbitrary

interconnections of the system presented here permit the

implementation of a very large variety of processing operations.

Finally, the advantages of parallelism and interconnection

density are retained to a large degree [27].

In the system presented here, a spatial light modulator

(SLM) is used as a two-dimensional array of independently-acting

logic gates. These gates are interconnected via an optical

system that utilizes a computer-generated hologram. in this

paper we discuss the SLM implementation of logic gates in section

II, the interconnection system in section 111, and some

experimental results of the implementation of a test circuit to



demonstrate the feasibility of the optical logic system in

sections IV and V. Finally, in section VI we point out some of

the limitations involved in using optical devices as arrays of

logic gates, and discuss the relevance of the5se limitations to

the system presented here.

II. LOGIC GATES

Binary logic gates may be implemented optically through the

use of a point nonlinearity. The general scheme used for each

gate in our system is depicted in Fig. 1. First the two binary

input lines to the gate are added to yield a single three-level

signal. The value of this 3-level signal (or (N+l)-level signal

for the case or N-input gates) is then equal to the number of

input lines that are true (i.e., that have a value of 1). This

signal is then operated on by a nonlinear function with a

binary-valued output. As will be shown below, any logic

operation can be performed in this manner by choosing the

appropriate nonlinear function. Figure 2 shows the extension of

this method to N-input gates. To implement this scheme

optically, the binary values are represented by intensity levels

with a high intensity level representing a I and a low intensity

level representing a 0. The addition is done merely by optically

superimposing the input line signals. With a detector that

integrates the signal over the input spot, this has the effect of

adding the intensity levels regardless of the coherence

properties of the light (see section III). In this paper, the

12



term "gate input" will refer to this superimposed signal (i.e.,

the input to the nonlinearity) and the term "input lines" will

refer to the binary inputs before superposition.

Possible choices of the nonlinear functions for some of the

common logic operations are shown in Fig. 3. In the case of

2-input gates, there are a total of 16 possible operations. The

operations AND, NAND, OR, NOR, XOR, XNOR, TRUE, and FALSE may be

implemented with this scheme directly (Table la). The remaining

logic functions require the ability to distinguish between the

two input lines A and B. These operations are A, B, A, B, A.B,

A-B, A+B, and A+B. These operations can be implemented with a

single gate by doubling the signal level of one of the input

lines, say, A (Table lb); this is conceptually equivalent to

using a 3-input gate with A going into two of the input lines.

However, several subsets of the operations which are

realizable with a 2-input gate form logically complete sets,

obviating the need for these asymmetric functions. For example,

all logic operations can be built out of NOR gates.

The nonlinearity required for optical logic may be

implemented with any of a variety of optical devices. Fast

switching times (nsec-psec) may be obtained by using a bistable

optical device [19,20,24,28]. This prospect is discussed in

section VI. While in principle these devices can be built as

two-dimensional spatial light modulators (SLMs), at present they

are not available. Other optically addressed SLMs are presently

13



available, however. While their characteristically slow response

times may appear to be a major drawback, they provide a practical

means for demonstrating the system concept. The same sequential

optical logic system described and demonstrated here may be used

with other SLMs, including much faster ones, so long as they can

provide a suitable nonlinearity, and satisfy the following

requirements. First, the inputs and outputs of the gates must be

the same wavelength. This eliminates such devices as the Pockels

readout optical modulator (PROM) [9], with which the write

illumination must be a different wavelength than the read

illumination. Second, we assume the device has no memory,

although in some cases devices with memory could also be used.

Finally, we assume here that the gate inputs and outputs appear

on opposite sides of the SLM, although it is worth noting that

with a slight rearrangement of the system components, SLMs with

gate inputs and outputs on the same side can also be

accommodated.

Given these requirements, there are still a variety of SLMs

that can be used. The microchannel spatial light modulator [ill]

could be used in this system, as could various types of liquid

crystal light valves (LCLVs) [12-14]. For the demonstration of

the system presented in this paper, a Hughes LCLV was used. An

LCLV with liquid crystal molecules exhibiting a uniform parallel

alignment in the off state may be used to implement nonmonotonic

nonlinearities, which are needed for such operations as XOR [14].

In this system, NOR gates were used, and LCLVs with liquid

14



crystal molecules in a variety of configurations can provide the

appropriate nonlinearity. For example, Fig. 4 shows the

steady-state response for an LCLV with a twisted nematic liquid

crystal layer, biased to implement the NOR operation.

The input/output characteristic of an SLM, when used in this

system, essentially serves as an approximation to the

corresponding ideal nonlinearity (e.g., Fig. 3). An important

criteria in determining whether a particular nonlinearity is a

sufficiently accurate approximation, is the regeneration or"

"restandardization" of the signal level at each pass through a

gate. The general requirement is that a signal should riot

degenerate in passing through a large number of gates in series.

Assuming a transition time of zero, the signal level at each pass

through a gate may be read off the SLM input/output curve. If

f(x) represents this curve and x is the signal level at the gate

input, then for the case of a simple inverter, the following

requirement ensures that the signal will not degenerate (Fig. 5):

a 1 i < kf(x) < b 1 i for all xr (a.,bi), i=0,1

where k = the gain from the output of one gate to the input of

the next and a.<x<b. defines the range of gate input signal

levels interpreted as the discrete level i. This can be

generalized to include the other Boolean operations, by defining

output intervals as the (union of the) mapping through f of the

corresponding gate input intervals. One then requires

appropriate combinations of output intervals (i.e., all possible

15



sums of the elements) to map into the corresponding gate input

intervals. The input/output curve of the LCLV used in the

experiment does satisfy these criteria for the NOR and NOT

operations.

111. INTERCONNECTIONS

The previous section dealt with the optical implementation

of logic gates, and in this section we address the problem of

interconnecting these gates optically. The general problem is to

be able to implement an arbitrary connection pattern between gate

outputs and gate inputs. Since gate outputs correspond to inputs

of the interconnection system and outputs of the interconnection

system become gate inputs, for the remainder of this section the

words input and output will be used with respect to the

interconnection system only unless explicitly stated otherwise.

in direct analogy to the use of wires in an electrical

circuit, optical fibers could be used for the interconnections.

Although the idea is simple when there is a one-to-one

correspondence between inputs and outputs, the method is less

obvious when there is not. A possible scheme is described here.

Assuming each input illuminates enough fibers, the fibers that

are illuminated by an input, j, that addresses more than one

output can be split up such that an equal number of fibers, P.

go to each output. Since all outputs may not have the same

number of fibers, a mask is needed at the input plane, with an

16



intensity transmittance at each input that is inversely

proportional to P. Alternatively, the same (albeit small,

perhaps) number of fibers could be used to address all outputs,

making P. independent of j. The problem of fabricating fiber

optic bundles for large, arbitrary interconnection patterns,

however, is a serious drawback unless one has an automated system

to do so.

The interconnections in the system presented here are

implemented with a holographic element instead of the fiber optic

assembly. The holographic element consists of an array of

subholograms in a one-to-one correspondence with the gates, or

pixels of the input array. The interconnection system is shown

schematically in Fig. 6. This is only one of several holographic

systems that could be used to interconnect the gates [27]. In

this system, the input array is imaged onto the subhologram

array. The hologram is encoded in the Fourier domain. A Fourier

transform is then taken optically to obtain the output array.

Each subhologram reconstructs a set of dots, one dot for each

connection to a pixel of the output array. Because of the

Fourier transform relationship, the coherence area of the

illumination at the hologram must be larger than or equal to the

subhologram size. If the coherence area is much larger, then

fringe patterns will appear in each pixel in the reconstruction

plane. This occurs when different subholograms, whose separation

is less than the coherence area, reconstruct dots at the same

location in the output array. Spatial averaging over each

17
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pixel in the output array then results in an effective

intensity summation, as desired fr (ate inputs (Figs. 1 and 2).

This interconnect ion system ,; essentially a space-variant

filter, providing a differer, po int spread function for each

input pixel. Because of the F' r ~er raysforo relationship, each

subhologram stores the absolute po ,: i)n ()f -he output pixels it

addresses. This absolute addre:sir; ."., 2mp I ies the system

does not distinguish between qlobal and local interconnections,

but discriminates only on the basis of the position of the output

array pixels, relative to the origin of the output array.

In order to avoid a manufacturing prhoblem similar to that of

the fiber optic system, the hologram an be recorded optically

using an automated system under computer control [29,30], or can

be generated entirely by computer. In this experiment the

hologram was generated by computer. Many types of

computer-generated Fourier-transform holograms have been

demonstrated [31] and many of them would suffice for this

application. To demonstrate the operation of the sequential

logic system we used a binary version of the hologram proposed by

Lee in 1970 [32] for reasons of simplicity, diffraction

efficiency, and signal-to-noise ratio in the reconstruction [33].

Because of the coding process used in the hologram, the desired

output array appears in the (1,0)-diffracted order in the

reconstruction plane, leaving the spatially inverted (-1,0) order

available for probing the system.

18



The effect of the hologram on the input array may be

represented by the matrix equation

0O=M 1 (2)

Here I is a vector representing the two-dimensional input array,

lexicographically ordered. This input array is actually the gate

output array augmented by the system inputs. Similarly, 0 is a

vector representing the lexicographically ordered output array

(which is the gate input array augmented by the system outputs).

Each element of the vector I is binary valued and represents the

signal of the corresponding pixel in the input array. Each

element of 0 is a nonnegative integer representing the signal

level of the corresponding output array pixel. This integer is

between 0 and N if the output pixel represents a gate with N

input lines, and is binary if the output pixel represents a

system output. M is a matrix representation of the interconnect

pattern - each matrix element mij is nonzero if and only if there

is a connection between pixel j of the input array and pixel i of

the output array. i. is an integer equal to the signal level

created at output pixel i due to a signal level of 1 at input

pixel j.

Using this notation, the fan-in to gate i (or number of

input lines to gate i) is equal to the sum of the elements in row

i of M. The fan-out of gate j (or number of gate input lines,

plus the number of system outputs, that come from the output of

gate j) is equal to the sum of the elements in column j of M.

19
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The fan-out is limited only by such parameters as the power of

the illumination source, holagram et fic iecy , and SLM input

sensitivity. The maximum fan in is , tunct ion of the SLM

intensity input/output charactetistic.

With this interconnec:t io technique, the hologram or

equivalently the elements of M, t eteIy define the circuit.

Within the limit of the number of ia, 's available, any operation

that can be represented by a (iigital cir'c.ut can be implemented

optically with this sys, tm by e d1oding the app.-opr iate

interconnect ion pattern intc the holocgr-am.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

For the experimental demonstration of this system, an LCLV

with liquid crystal molecules ii- a 41' twisted nematic

configuration was used as the SLM. Tae li aht valve is read out

between crossed polarizes and is biased to implement a NOR

operation. Its steady-state input/outpu relationship is shown

in Fig. 7. This response, together with the attenuation of the

interconnection system, satisfies -he regeneration criteria

stated in Section I.

The gates are interconnected with a binary version of the

Lee (1970) computer-generated hologram [321. in a Lee hologram,

each complex-valued sample is described by a linear combination

of four real nonnegative numbers. i.e., is decomposed into its

components along each of the four half-axes in the complex plane.

20
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Each cell of the hologram is divided into four subcells, one

subcell for each of these four components. One complex-valued

sample is taken at the center of each subcell. Stored in each

subcell is the corresponding component of its complex-valued

sample. Because of the locations of these subcells, upon caking

the optical Fourier transform, these four components are added

with the correct phases to obtain the reconstruction in the (1,0)

diffracted order. If the transmittance of the hologram is binary

valued, each subcell actually contains a rectangle whose width is

equal to the subcell width and whose height is proportional to

the value of the corresponding sample component (Fig. 8).

For the hologram used in this experiment, the transmittance

is binary valued and these values are represented by different

optical path lengths, i.e, a phase hologram. If the optical path

lengths differ by a phase of iT, the theoretical efficiency of the

hologram is four times that of the equivalent absorption hologram

[311. A possible tradeoff is that the (0,0)-order intensity may

increase by more than a factor of four.

The hologram was written onto photo resist via electron-beam

lithography. Surface relief of the photo resist provides the

optical path length difference in the hologram. The

electron-beam machine used has a step size of 0.125 pm and has

written patterns with line widths as small as 0.5 vm. It writes

1.024xl.024mm fields and can stitch them together to cover a

maximum area of 102xlO2mm. The machine provides a far greater
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space-bandwidth product than was7 needed for our test circuit.

Our test circuit comprises lb gates so the hologram

comprises 16 subholograms, which are laid out in a 4 by 4 array.

Each subhologram covers a circular area and has diameter of

1.04mm. Each (:ell is a square t2.5 Lm on a side, so there are a

maximum of 17 cells (68 subcelis) a,-ross each subhologram in the

horizontal direction. Each sublell has a width of approximately

15.6 wm, or 125 steps of the e e:eron -,an system, and has a

height of 500 steps; both d :vvscns ha ve more steps than

were needed. 251 quantin, c 1- v.s Iw e w seo for each subcel'

sample, keeping the aper t;-e t,-:t ic ea-h sob:ell.

Figure 9 shows pictur'es v<cc su:4.. :]r-an., taken with a

scanning electron mi cros,:ope. FigIre qa shows the entire

subhologram. The rectangles are pits, the exteriors of which are

photo resist, and the interiors of which are just glass

substrate. Figure 9b shows a clost-up of the top edges of two

rectangles. The rectangle interiors (no photo resist) are

located below these edges. The thickness of the photo resist is

1.25 vim and the edges are inclined at approximately 320 with

respect to the substrate normal. The pictures reveal that the

photo resist is slightly rough near the edges but is otherwise

quite smooth (except for an occasional defect). Defects are

apparent on the glass but are too small to affect the optical

quality. Line widths down to approximately 1 Wm were obtained.
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Defining efficiency as the power in the desired

reconstruction pixels due to one subhologram divided by the power

incident on that subhologram, the maximum efficiency over all

subholograms was measured to be 5%. The efficiencies of the

other subholograms were intentionally reduced in order to

normalize the intensities in the reconstruction plane. This

measurement was taken using an illumination wavelength of

514.5 nm, the wavelength used in the sequential logic system.

This is close to the optimum wavelength for this hologram. Aside

from efficiency, we must consider the noise appearing in the

desired econstruction order, of which there are three sources:

(1) the encoding process used to represent the complex-valued

function on the hologram, (2) scattering from the photoresist and

glass substrate, and (3) the tail of the (0,0) order. The

pictures of Fig. 9 indicate that the contribution due to

scattering should be small, and this is verified by experiment.

The effect of the (0,0) order could be substantial with a phase

hologram, but can be filtered out spatially if the location of

the limiting aperture is chosen appropriately. This leaves the

encoding process as the major source of noise. The effect of the

encoding process on noise is discussed in [33,34]. For the case

of an interconnection hologram, we can define the signal-to-noise

ratio in each reconstruction pixel as the ratio of the power in

the reconstruction pixel when it represents a maximum signal

level, to the maximum power in the same reconstruction pixel when

it represents a signal level of 0. Measurements on our test
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holog:am indicate a typical signal-to-noise ratio of

approximately 60.

A diagram of the main components of the sequential logic

system is shown in Fig. 10. An expanded Ar laser beam is

incident on the readout side of the LCLV (gate output plane). it

is reflected off the internal mirror of the LCLV and is imaged

from the liquid crystal (gate output) plane to the hologram via

L,. The liquid crystal plane is situated between crossed

polarizers. The Fourier transform of the field transmitted by

the hologram appears at the write side of the LCLV (gate input

plane) via L 3" The phase of the illumination at the gate input

plane is not correct, but only the intensity is of interest.

Note that the Fourier transform relationship provides for

complete regeneration of spot location during each pass through

the feedback loop. in addition, since the subholograms are not

contiguous, a mask is effectively incorporated into the hologram.

This provides regeneration of the size and shape of each pixel,

and also facilitates alignment.

A diffuser is placed just in front of the LCLV gate input

plane in order to average over the fringe patterns mentioned in

Section III. This is not necessary when the pixels are small

enough for the fringe patterns to be beyond the resolution limit

of the device. Since a phase hologram was used and the effects

of the (0,0) diffracted order were of concern, an aperture was

used as a spatial filter at P, to filter out diffraction effects
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from the limiting aperture. The (-1,0) diffracted order in the

hologram reconstruction can be used to monitor the gate inputs

during system operation. The gate outputs can also be probed by

using a reflection off of the analyzer or the hologram.

For purposes of demonstration, a test circuit needs to be

chosen. A gate may be used in two different classes of circuits:

(1) with feedback, e.g., to achieve oscillation or to achieve

memory, or (2) with no feedback. A test circuit was chosen that

includes both classes (Fig. 11) and a hologram wi1th the

appropriate interconnection pattern was then generated (Fig. 12).

The test circuit includes a synchronous master-slave flip-flop

and a driving clock. The clock circuit is a ring oscillator

consisting of an odd number of inverters. Clock circuits with

three gates and with five gates have been implemented. The

flip-flop functions as a frequency divider and outputs a signal

whose frequency is half that of the clock and whose duty cycle is

close to 50%. The outputs of some of the gates in the test

circuit are shown in Figs. 13-14. A discussion of them follows.

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The clock circuit, consisting of five gates in a feedback

loop, will be considered first. The phase delay of the signal in

passing through one gate is expected to be 1800 (for inverting

gates) plus an additional 360+720n, n~integer, to insure that the

total delay through all 5 gates is a multiple of 3600. The phase
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delay in passing through gate 12 is measured to be 2160 (Fig. 13)

within experimental error. The frequency of oscillation was

2.65 Hz. (Speed is device-dependent and is discussed in sections

II and VI). An oscillator has also been constructed out of 3

gates, in which case the expected phase delay through each is

240 0 +120°n, and was measured to be close to 2400. Although

nonuniformities across the spatial extent of the LCLV caused

variations in characteristics from one gate to another yielding a

slightly different phase delay through each gate, the sum of the

3 phase delays was 7200 to within the accuracy of the

measurement, as expected.

The frequency of oscillation of the clock circuit can be

changed by changing the number of gates in the feedback loop.

The five-gate clock circuit oscillated at a frequency of

2.64+0.07 Hz (measurement error). If we assume the temporal

behavior of the LCLV can be modeled by a simple RC circuit, the

above measurement implies that the three-gate clock should

oscillate at a frequency of 6.32 Hz. We observed 6.40+0.12 Hz.

No attempt to measure the frequency stability was made. The

system did, however, sustain oscillations for periods lasting

eight hours. Given the number of gates in the clock circuit, the

frequency of oscillation is determined solely by the temporal

characteristics of the LCLV. For sufficiently fast SLMs, the

optical path length of the interconnection system will also have

an effect.
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Measurements we have taken indicate that the LCLV response

time is limited by the photoconductor and that the response time

of the liquid crystal is much faster [14]. Improvements in LCLV

photoconductor response times [35] should yield higher clock

frequencies. Use of optical bistable devices could improve clock

frequencies by many orders of magnitude (see Section VI).

The test circuit (which has five gates in its clock circuit)

functions correctly. The output waveforms (Fig. 13-14) are not

expected to be square. The gates are operating near their

maximum speed, so their rise and fall times are substantial in'

comparison with their pulse widths. With one minor exception,

all gates in the test circuit output the expected waveforms. The

exception is that the pulse widths of the outputs of gates 5 and

6 are less than those of the outputs of gates 1 and 2. They were

expected to be the same. This is a result of unequal

interconnection losses among different gates in the clock circuit

(due to an error in the hologram), which caused gate 11 to output

larger pulse widths than gate 12.

VI. DEVICE LIMITATIONS

We have mentioned in section II the possibility of using

much faster devices in place of the LCLV, for example an optical

bistable device. We must consider the potentials and limitations

involved in using such devices as optical logic gates, as well as

how they might compare with their electrical counterparts. A
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number of people have studied this subject [36-43].

A very important consideration is power dissipation of these

devices. This takes the form of heat which must be removed from

the device to keep its temperature within operating bounds.

Earlier works have indicated that optical logic gates may suffer

from a higher power dissipation than electronic gates, and in

particular noted the unfavorable trend on fundamental limits in

optical logic of increasinj power dissipation with decreasing

delay time, versus a fundaioental limit of power dissipation that

is independent of delay time in the case of semiconductor

electronic devices [37,38]. More recently it has become evident

that most of the power dissipation in a practical integrated

circlit is due to the on-chip interconnections instead of the

transistors themselves, and that the lower limit on this power

dissipation also increases with decreasing delay time [41]. his

limit is essentially the same, when plotted on a power vs. delay

time graph, as the lower limit on power of an optical switching

devIce using an absorpt ive nonlinearity given in [42].

Furthermore, the limit on power in the case of an optical switch

using a reactive nonlinearity increases more slowly (than the

optical absorptive and electrical cases) with decreasing delay,

although its power level is higher in the region of common delay

times (>1 psec). While lowering the operating temperature of

semiconductor logic will lower its power dissipation limit to a

point (411, use of an optical resonator can, in some cases,

reduce the limits on the power dissipation of the optical switch
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[42,43]. Finally, we point out that in the optical case much of

the power can potentially be dissipated external to the device,

permitting the operation of switches at significantly higher

power levels than would otherwise be possible.

While these fundamental limits on optical switches can be

approached with known materials [42], significant prcgress, some

of a relatively fundamental nature, would have to be made for

these switching devices to become competitive with electroni,:s

[42,43]. Optical gates will not replace electronic gates for use

in general-purpose computers in the near future, but their use in

an optical special-purpose computer could permit the realization

of a number of architectural advantages over semiconductor

electronics [27]. These advantages include parallel

input-output, global as well as local interconnections, and the

implementation of interconnection-intensive circuits and

processors without reducing the active device area available for

gates.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented an all optical sequential

logic system. It is all optical in that every signal is

represented optically, and it is sequential in that it can

include memory elements and clocks. We demonstrated the

operation of the system using a test circuit consisting of a

synchronous master-slave flip-flop and its driving clock. The
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1

ci rcui t functioned L)ro);)kI ariiio I he ut put of each gate was as

expected, for the o iveii iiit ercci.,nert ion hologram.

On this system, an, ; 1ir l ircuit can be implemented, up to

limitations in the total huidor ;f gjates. The circuit is encoded

in the hologram. Since t he hoI l(og ram represents a fixed

interconnection pattern, the circuit or processor is not

reconfigurable in real time. This does not eliminate the

possibility of software control however, as can he seen by noting

that the interconnect i,:)i between gates n a general-purpose

electronic computer are a so fixed. As in an electronic

sequential circuit, sot ware',oiitvr<l is obtained by changing the

inputs to appropriate c-c-nr( lv1:es.

The speed of oper-,: t the processor depends on the

device. While an LCLV Was used to demonstrate the system

concept, much faster SLMs n the. same system will yield much

faster processors. RPei-et progress in optical bistability

provides hope for an ex*ecelw fast optical logic system.

The maximum number , gates that can be implemented is

limited by the space--h idwidh product of the hologram. However,

this restriction can be ileviated by using a different

interconnection technique [271.

Aside from the question of speed and number of gates, this

optical system has some architectural advantages over

conventional digital electronic systems. First, parallel inputs
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(and outputs) can easily be incorporated into the system. This

permits large amounts of parallel data to be input to and output

from the system, alleviating the pin-out constraints found in

semiconductor electronics. Second, communication intensive

operations may be performed easily with the optical system. And

finally, the optical system cannot tell the difference between

global and local interconnections. it is the lack of these

features that is becoming a substantial limiting factor in the

design and development of state-of-the-art semiconductor

electronic systems. These points are treated more fully in the

subsequent paper [273.
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Inout Gate
L1 n es. _Input Outputs

A B (A+B) AND NAND OR NOR XOR XNOR TRUE FALSE

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

1 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

(a)

Input Gate
Lines Input Outputs

A B (2A+B) A B A B A-B A-B A+B A+B

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 I 0 1

1 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

I 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

(b)

Table 1. The desired values of the nonlinearity for
the lb possible logic operations on two binary
inputs. Also listed are the gate inputs. The
inputs to the adder are A and B in (a), and are
2A and B in (b).
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Abstract nematic liquid crystal molecules (5]. Although a

major llmiLta!on of this current SLM is Its slow
A g.nersl teChnique is described for response tine (10-100 as), we feel that recent

irplementing sequentlal logic circuits optically. Improvements in both LCLV technology [6] and the
,he system consists of a nonlinear transducer exploration of new technologies such as
which rrovide3 a two-drenslonal array of gates all-optical bistability (7], [a) will
and one Cr tcre computer Kenerated holograms significantly improve this. We will not directly
kCGHs) to interconnet the gates. The limitations consider the question of device speed In this
on the number of gates which can be Implemented in paper.
an optical system is affected by the
Interconnection method. We describe three The main emphasis In this paper Is on
interconnection methods and their respective processor architectures for optical sequential
liritations. One method, which Is a hybrid of logic. Section 2 of this paper briefly reviews
space-varlant and space-invariant CGH elements, the fundamentals of optical sequential logic.
provides high gate dersities and high Sections 3 through 5 describe details of CC.Hs used
gate-utilIzatlon rates. as Interconnection elements. Two basic

interconnection methods, spoce-varlant and
1. introduction space-invariant are described. The main

limitation on the number of gates is due to
There has recently b-en considerable research space-bandwidth limitations of the CGH and SLM. A

In optical systems for parallel digital compuLing hybrid interconnection system having both
with applications in signal processing. The space-variant and space-invariant elements is
advantages of optical and hybrid optical- described In Section 5, and various Lypes ofelectron ic systems for high throughput, parallel processors that utilize each type of architecture

rulL1-dimensloral processing on signals with large are described.

time-.,:ndwIdth and spdce-bandwidth products are
well known. Nearly all of these systers to date 2. Fundamentals of 2-0 Optical
are basically analog and have severe limitations Sequential Logic
in accuracy, programmability and flexibility In
comperlson to electronic digital systems. In order to implement any logic system, we

require two fundamental elements: a nonlinearOur recent research has concentrated on device to provide the gate function or basic
optical combinatorial and sequential logic systems combinatorial operations and an Interconnection
for parallel digital processing. Some of this element (Fig. I). Furthermore, if we want to
work has Included parallel A/D conversion (1] and provide for sequential logic, the Interconnection
two different implementations of optical path must Include feedback paths for generating
combinatorial logic (2], (3]. More recently, we clock signals and for obtaining memory elements.
have Implemented a parallel optical sequential The Introduction of feedback and of timing signals
logic circuit including a clock and a master-slave makes this work significantly different from
flip-flop used as a frequency divider 14. The. previous work with combinatorial logic 2), [31
main components of the sequential logic system are because the dynamic behavior of the nonlinear
a nonlinear spatial light modulator (SLM) (ideally device now plays a critical role in the operation
having a threshold or bistable response function) of the circuit.
and a computer generated hologram (CGH) used as a
beassteering element for Interconnections. The We use the Hughes LCLV as the nonlinear
"11 functions as a two-dimens!onal array of component, although other nonlinear devices could
Independent logic gates, and the CGH (or set of also be used. This device produces a pointwise
them) contains a two-dimensional array of nonlinear behavior which can to some extent be
subholograms that interconnect the gates to form a modified, and in particular can Lake a shape
circuit. In the current system the nonlinear adequate for our present needs. For example,
element Is a Hughes liquid crystal light valve Fig. 2 depicts a response function for a 15 degree
(LCLV) with a 45 degree twisted orientation of the twisted nematic device operated In the backslope
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rcoe. We have u I1d the ovic In thi-. mode to rwCORUNNfC T~oNS

tI KpIlrntL t he N.If. - i Iut Inn I- co -on ider the-
tI Oh., :. tIt- t t t.:' billdry

Inp)Jut I, the 1utput w, I I lw' ., n 1n.-Iry I.., :ued NOR of'
the Inputs. Uther bi nary ,Iw 'ratIcns can )-

[werIormeI by t Iter I L the c hdraterist i curve of
Lte device 11. Ill.' possI b le input and output -

alue5 are Indi,' ted in Fig. 2.

T'he pirallellsn in the system is evident inftA4
tie fact t h.i t th.e nonl Inearity is applied

i iu 1, 1 in us Iy to d ll ptI nts on the dev ice. Thus

,ach resc lution element or pixel on the light

'.lve act3 a an I nde pndent Kate. Using GAT CATE

resol i nf I Kurt.s qu-t-d for current SLMS [5], .NPUTS OUTPIA

.rrays of 10 - 10 1ItvIs can bo ant iLcipated. S

The remaining problen iz how to interconnect Fig. 1. Functional block diagran of sequential
t e gates. Although several e'hnIqaes are optical logic.

possible, CGH elements seem to o ffer the best

solIutLIon. By us ln, CGUI elerien,7 Jn an optical

feedback syste, th, output fron any gate can be

Cirected to the Input of any nthr gate or (OUTPUT)

comblnat!n of gates. Given tat CGH components

or-, to he used for intrcounnections, there are (El I

still a multitude o" possible systems for

-chieving the des!rpd circuit. In tnr following

s-.tions we describe three basic interconnection

likhods. Naturally, each method offers certain

de', 1g'i tradeoffs and I imi tatLon~s. It is the

purpose of this paper to examine those tradeoffs

and describe how they affect system design. (E' 0 - ,
I I

I. Sixace-vrLant - Interconnectlon Method i

INPUT 1 0 0 17
The rost general Interconnection system is INPUT 2 0 1 0 1

on. in which any gat,, output can be connected to (S') (S)
th- Input of any gate or comtination of gates. If

we think of the Interconnection scheme as imaging Fig. 2. LCLV input/output characteristic.
the gate output array plane onto the gate Input

rray plane, this approach represents a -- wAGNG - - F -

5uoe-variant Imaging system. The "Image" of a
g0.I, output consists of a collection of spots (the

srpulse response of the system for that particular

I-Int) which illuminate the appropriate gate
inputs, and form the circuit Interconnections.

Because each object point (gate output) sees a

different impulse response (interconnection - -

pattern) this represents a general space-variant GATE .OL0ORAM

system. A space-variant system has been built to OUTPuT

demonstrate the concept of sequential optical ARRAY GATE
INPUT

logic. The demonstration circuit which was ARRAY

implemented comprises a ring oscillator which Fig. 3. Space-variant interconnection system.

generates a clock signal and a master-slave In general the hologram produces

flip-flop which Is driven by the clock. This multiple diffraction orders, only one of

system Is operational and is described in another which is used.

paper (4)].

reconstructed images can be designed to Illuminate
A schematic diagram of the optical system any combination of gate Inputs, arbitrary

used for the space-varidnt interconnections is interconnections are possible. As shown in

shoon in Fig. 3. First, the gate outputs are Fig. 3, the desired Interconnections are formed in

imaged onto the Interconnection holugran. This one particular diffraction order. Typically, a

CGH consists of an array of suhhlugrams, one conjugate Image will also be produced, In which

subhologram for each gate. When Illuminated by case It can be used to probe the system without

its corresponding gate output, a suhholugran will affecting system operation or to access the system

reconstruct an image on the "write" side, or gate outputs.

Input side, of the light valve. The reconstructed

images are simple dot patterns, each bright dot While this Interconnection scheme allows

Illuminating a gate Input. Since the complete generality, a price Is paid in terms of
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th, ' t I, , '-i td l.A w It - ,It u r.mn .. I. . CciH. Iet where A i'% the area of the e t i r,- gat,' mrraiy.
U-1'i 1e L ,,'*', N0 r ~ ,I ti., ', Tj hI s assimvc' thia the spatial I y inte~r, te-l sum oft

11I!,NxN arr- ! ,t ,,i , In Ign va 1 vo* d rtoi nput.- from di fft-rent subholIuf*r'.r is12
l subno ,Sr~n ris L. h~v, tin, c. p. bllity c f ef:'tctivt iy .11 Incoherent sun. N t,. trat such

addiessing any of' h0' N 'ate inputs. The number inputs may actually add coherently In whIch case
of addressable s! nts In the reconstruction of a they produce interference fringes. ipatial
subhologram is equal to the number of integration over these fringes results in an
conplex-valuel sr=ple points in the subhologran, effective incoherent summation. Similarly, the
.!sumlng a Fourier hologram. Thus the actual above equation assumes that the gate inputs

o!ce-bandwidth product (SBWP) of each subhologran reconstructed from a single Libhologram also can
is be modeled as adding Incoherently. This will be

2 2 , essentially true if a pseudorandom phase is
N() applied to the m distinct gate inputs. Combining

the above equations we get
where p- is the nuber of resolution elements in
the holograr used to represent one complex-valued 0i/O-l) (6)
sample and q- Is a :'actor representing the amount
of oversampling i the hologram plane. Generally where F,, is the fraction of the single-gate input
p- 1 becaus, the corplex sample values must be intensity profile which falls within the defined
encoded into the hologram, e.g., as real values, area of that gate
Also we generally have q>1 to avoid crosstalk.
These problems are discussed further below.

The entire interconnection hologran consists I f xdIf dxciv (7)
of N subhologrars, one for each gate. Thus the A
total SHWP of the hologram is ST where

' SS (2) If we define .0 as the minimum gate areadetermined by the Nyquist theorem and the
Because St. N', we expect that the hologram SBWP, subhologram area, then
S , will quickly become the limit n g factor as N ?
increases. We will verify that below, but first (8)
we need te study the crosstalk in the gate-input
plane to get a feeling for the expected values of with q' being the oversampling factor as defined

above. Obviously, as q increases, ab approaches
unity and 1 approaches zero.

The crosstalk can be represented by - , the
ratio between gate inputs of the worst-case We now consider an example. If we use a
(largest) "zero" value, ' , and the worst-case triangle function In x and in y for the arertur
(smallest) "one" value,. (window) function of each subhologram, then it.

Fourier transform is a two-dimensional slnc
2

I. ' " (3) function, and

We require i1 in order to distinguish all F(\,\' - inc (x/2),inc (y/") (9)
possible zero and one sLates. Assume that the
intensity profile of a single gate input Choosing q 2 yields a crosstalk u:(0.11)m, so that
rI' -nstructed fron a subhologran is F(x.y). (The 3-input gates cause a crossLalk Of 0.33. Thus for
re-onstruction of a subhologran can be represented NOR gates the thresholding of the nonlinear device
by a set of Dirac delta functions (one for each can be performed anywhere between relative input
addressed gate input) convolved with the Fourier levels of 0.33 and 1.0. In this case the sampllng
transform, W(x,y), of the aperture function of the rate is twice the Nyquist rate. Increasing q
subhologram. Then F(x,y) = IW(x,y)1

2
.) Thus the permits a larger fan-in, e.g., q=3 Implies

worst-case "one" value Is the integral of F over -:(.0082)m and a crosstalk of 0.32 permits
the defined area, a, of the gate input JO-input gates to be used. Also note that the use

of a more appropriate aperture function could
;I 55 F(x. ) 

dxdy (4) permit smaller values of q.

In order to estimate the SBWP that can be
The worst-case zero level occurs when all gates written onto a CGH, we assume the CGH is written
have their maximum Input levels except for the using electron-beam lithography, as was the case
gate in question which has a zero Input level. If for the experimental demonstration of the optical
each gate has m Inputs (a fan-in of m) and gates logic system (4]. This electron-beam system has
are contiguous, then the worst-case zero can be written linewidths down to 0.5 wm, and has a
shown to be maximum file size of 1.014 mm on a side. Flies

can be stitched together to yield a maximum size
of 10 cm on a side. If we minimize the stitch
error by making the file boundaries coincident

t)J (x,y)dxdy J(im)dd. (5) with subhologram boundaries, a SBWP of 4x10
10  

Is0a ja attainable.
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The hologram coding parameter p, defined in curcults.

I , ,> r th' -. ' Cl" A rckhardt .,, c'ran I(),
baa a minimum .Jlue of, i, assuming square ceils. Since th holographic element used :n ,.s

Having found that q will typically be in the range interconnection system is simple, a very larp,e

of '- 3, we conclude th.1t the maximun feasibIe number of' gates can be interconnected. Fvtn

number of gates correspxonds to a value of pq on allowing the PSF to simultaneously address any set

the order of 10. Frcn Eq. 2 and the above SFWP, of points In the array, the SHWP required of the

we find that the gate array dimension Is NxN where hologram is of order p-q"N
"

' (see Eq. I above).
Thus if the full SBWP available with the CGH cc ild

N t 1, % 20 (10) be exploited in this system and if p
2
q' 100

approximately 4x108 gates could be Interconnected.

for space-variant interconnections. Because this The hologram for this system could also be

is less than the SBWP capabilities of soMe spatial recorded optically. In either case, the nurter of

light modulators, the CG is the limiting element, gates with the space-invariant interconnection
method is limited by the SBWP of the spatial lignt

Since the space-variant system allows modulator.

arbitrary Interconnections, the only other

possible limitation on the circuits that can be As mentioned above, the method of disabling

Implemerted is the reqjirement that all gates rust gates to implement circuits decreases the number

perforn the same binary operation, e.g., NOR in of gates that are actually used, and therefore

this case. However, since all the Boolean severely restricts the types of operations that

operations may be constructed out of NOR gates, can be performed efficiently. It also adds a

this does not limit the types of processing degree of complexity to the system. However, this

operations that can be performed. Another feature method of optically disabling gates also provides

is that circuits wiLh any degree of inherent a potential advantage - it provides a meais of

parallelism, or lack thereof, can be implemented easily "re-wiring" the system in real time by

with approxiately equal ease. changing the disable signals. Thin could offer

considerable flexibility In making an adaptive

4. Spce-invariant Interconnection Method system.

F. T.

arbitrariness of the gate Interconnections, a
substantial increase In the possible number of
gates results. The extreme case is a totally
space-invarlant interconnection. This is the idea .
behind the processor suggested by Huang [10].
Here we extend this concept to include sequential

circuits. This interconnection method is GATE HOL RAM
Implemented optically by an Imaging system with a OUTPuTARRAY GATE

space-invariant filter, using one simple hologram INPUT

for the entire circuit (Fig. 4). The filter has ARRAY

an impulse response consisting of a series of
spots which Illuminate the appropriate gate inputs Fig. 4. Space-invariant interconnection system.

as In the space-variant case. However, in this
case, the impulse response (interconnection -

pattern) is the same for every gate output, and
the gate Inputs are addressed relative to the
position of the gate output. The space-variant
method worked on the basis of absolute addressing.

An example of a space-invariant
Interconnection pattern is shown in Fig. 5. Each
dot in the figure represents a (NOR) gate, and
each arrow represents an interconnection fron the
output of one gate (dot) to the Input of another.
Fach gate Is considered to have one additional,
unconnected input for an enable/disable signal. A
particular circuit Is Implemented by disabling the Fig. 5. An example of a space-Invarlant
appropriate gates. In the NOR case, it gate is Interconnection network. Nodes
disabled by projecting light onto it (i.e., represent gates and arrows are the

putting a 1 onto the unconnected input). With the (optical) interconnections.
Illustrated Interconnection pattern it is possible
to transfer data in various directions without
getting unintended feedback loops. The major 5. Hybrid Interconnection Method
limitation of this interconnection method is that
the Implementation of many circuits will require a At this point we have seen two approaches to
large number of gates to be disabled. Obviously, Interconnecting gates. In the space-invariant
circuits with very regular Interconnections can case there is only one Interconnection pattern
utilize the gates more efficiently than Irregular which is applied to all gates whereas in the
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space-variant case the number of distinct where N inumber of gates. This worst case allows

interconnection patterns is in general equal to the It, subhologram to address any n gates in the

the number of gates. These two approaches array. If the gates It addresses are localized,

represent the extreme cases In terms of the I.e., are all contained in the samc porLion of the

spdc,-bandwidth requirements they place upon the array, then its SBWP can be significantly reduced

CGH element. The tradeoffs between these two is by the introduction of a carrier frequency (16].

increased flexibility at the cost of Increased Since H I consists of N
2 

subholograms and H2
hologram complexity. Since the space-invariant consists of 2 subholograms, their total SBWPs are

case generally suffers from inefficient gate given by

utilization and the space-variant system is 2 2 2 1 2 2

limited by the hologram to the number of gates It ST= P2 2.2 22 (lI/)

can address, It is worthwhile considering if there I T 2 2 2

Is a combination of techniques which can achieve and here, again, ST is a worst-case estimate. If

high gate utilization efficiency and at the same we assume both hofograms are written in the same

time be limited in gate count only by the manner, then STi: ST2 S and PI 
= 

P2 : p, from

space-bandwidth product limitations of the spatial which it follows that qi = q 2 = q, thus

light modulator.
ST  p q

2
MN

2  (15)

Our approach to this has been to 
consider a

hybrid system which combines space-variant and As in the space-variant case, we need to analyze

space-invariant interconnections. The idea is to the crosstalk in order to estimate q.

define a finite number, H, of distinct

interconnection patterns. We then assemble our

circuit using only these H Interconnection

patterns. If the total number of gates is N
2  

we o-*-G G----

assureA

l.<M<<N 
2  (

so that this system is truly intermediate between

the space-variant and space-invariant cases. If H .AI

is large, we anticipate that we have almost ARRAY

complete flexibility in designing our circuit. nOLOGwAM ' .NUT

The optical implementation of this system Is

schematically diagrammed in Fig. 6. Here the gate Fig. 6. Hybrid Interconnection system. The

output array is imaged onto a space-variant filter first a is a spac nt

element as in Fig. 3. The purpose of this element element as in Fig. 3. The second

is to deflect the light from each gate output element is an array of space-invariant

through one of M subholograms in the second CGH filters.

element (Fig. 6). These subholograms act as

space- invariant filter elements which produce the For the hybrid interconnection scheme, two

M different interconnection patterns in the gate sources of crosstalk exist. Inter-pixel crosstalk

Input plane. occurs between pixels in the gate-input plane, and

Although the space-variant element would is analogous to the crosstalk treated In the

appear to have the same space-bandwidth space-variant Interconnections section.

limitations as In the simple space-variant case, Inter-hologram crosstalk occurs between

we note that the SBWP of each subhologram in this 
subholograms in the second hologram and also

plane is now of order M rather than of order N
2
. contributes to noise in the gate-input plane. (We

Thus the total SBWP requirement In this element 
is assume neglible crosstalk at the first hologram

much less than in the previous space-variant case. 
because it is in the image plane of the gate

The holograms in the space-invariant element output array.)

generally have a relatively low SBWP. The inter-pixel crosstalk is completely

The SBWP, SS, of a subhologram in the first analogous to the crosstalk in the spce-varlant

hologrm, 11, is 1Interconnection 
case when applied to H2 and the

gate-input array, and the same equations apply.S.p2 q2 M(2

SI 1 1 In order to analyze the Inter-hologra-

where N Is the number of subholograms in the crosstalk, we have to find the effect of this
srnd (space-Invariant) hologram, H, and p and hcrosstalk in the gate Input plane. We assume that

q, represent coding and oversamplng factors, each H1  subhologram addresses only one H2

respectively, as in the space-variant subhologram. Through a given H 2 subhologram k,

interconnection section. Similarly, the SBWP of a there are only nk subholograms of HI that can

subhologram of H2 is, in the worst case, address a given gate input p , where n4 is the

2 2 2 fan-out of subhologram k. Any unintentional

S 2 q (13) illumination of k from one of these H,
subholograms will contribute crosstalk to gate P.
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The worst-case (maximum) zero input to , then available spatial light modulators.
occurs when all n. of these HI subiolograms
iIluri,,te tth, rrt-.ghbor subholugrams of k. In order Lo implement an arbitrary circuit
We then sun this result over all H, subholograms with the hybrid Interconnection method, the M

k. to obtain the worst-case zero-level Input, Interconnection patterns may be considered to be a

basis set from which one constructs the desired

tk(16) interconnections. With a large enough H, any

k circuit can be implemented. However, the

potential of this architecture can be exploited
where g(xy) Is the Intensity profile In the more fully by implementing circuits with a high
H2-plane due to the Illumination of one H, degree of regularity or symmetry. Ex"amples
subholograa by one HI subhologram and Is analogous include parallel arrays such as systolic arrays

to F(x,y) in our previous derivation. "NN is a and cellular automata. The principle motivation
nearest-nelghbor subhologram to the illuminated H 2  behind the systolic array concept Is the adaption
subhologram. The coefficient Is the total fan-out to the limitations of VLSI structures.
of the H2 array, and Is equal to nM, where n is
the mean fan-out over the H2 array. All additions A more appropriate application of our hybrid

here are incoherent because we are effectively interconnection scheme is that of cellular logic
averaging over fringe patterns again. The worst arrays. A conceptual diagram of such an array Is
case one-level Input Is simply the integral of shown in Fig. 7. Each block represents a cell, or
g(x,y) over the illuminated subhologran J, so the processing element, made up of a number of gates

inter-hologram crosstalk ! is connected in some arbitrary manner. Each block

may be identical to the others or different,

ff" although the more similarities there are between

1 nl dblocks, the fewer interconnection patterns are

= = - (17) needed. The connections between blocks will

I - - (x,y) dxdy typically be space-invarlanL. Although the figure

depicts only nearest-neighbor connections between

blocks, much more complicated interconnection
Now we look at an example. Again taking a patterns, without regard to the physical distance

two-dimensional triangle function as the between connected blocks, may be made almost as
subhologram aperture function In the H, plane, easily. Thus we have a cellular logic machine
g(x,y) in the H, plane is given by F(x,y) of with global, as well as local, interconnections.
Eq. 9. Now the Intensity profile F(x.y) In the Of course, If the cellular logic machine is used
gate Input plane is the squared modulus of the for Image processing, we have the additional
convolution of this triangle aperture function advantage of not requiring electronic-optical
with the sinc function resulting from the rect conversions on the inputs and outputs.
aperture function in the H12 plane. Taking for

example q=3, the total crossLalk, u, given by the
sum of the Inter-pixel crosstalk p, from Eq. 6,
and the inter-hologram crosstalk uH, from Eq. 17,
Is

up 4 P 1 -, M(.00,'5) 4 nj()ll) (18)

where m is the fan-in to each gate. For example,
If 

8 -input gates are used and we allow a = .50, we
can have 50 different interconnection patterns
with an average fan-out of 5.2. These numbers are
strongly dependent on the aperture function used.
Since no attempt to optimize the aperture function
was made, one can expect a significant improvement
in these numbers by using a more appropriate Fig. 7. A cellular logic array as an example of
aperture function, the use of the hybrid Interconnection

system of Fig. 6. Connections within
Thus, as in the space-variant case, we each block are space-variant, and

conclude that the maximum number of gates connections between blocks are
corresponds to a value of pq on the order of 10. space-invariant.
Again using ST -l0I010, from Eq. 15 we get

,N
2 
zqxI0

8  
This concept may also be applied to

computational algorithms that require global

and thus for H 7 50 different interconnection interconnections, which are often difficult or

pattern:, we get on the order of 101 gates, or an inefficient to implement using VLSI. In this

NiN array with case, the blocks in the figure are often
identical, but the Interconnections between the

N z 2,000-3,000 blocks are space-variant. Frequently, however, as
in the case of the fast Fourier transform

which Is above the SBWP capabilities of presently algorithm, for example, there is still a high
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1.3 Variable Grating Mode Liquid Crystal Devices

The variable grating mode (VGM) liquid crystal device has

been further studied experimentally [4-16]. This work has been

in conjunction with the device development work being done at

Hughes Research Laboratories.

An important area of research on the Variable Grating Mode

Liquid Crystal Light Valve is concerned with a fundamental

understanding of the origin of the "variable grating" effect. A

wide variety of studies have been performed on electrically

addressed VGM cells (no intervening photoconductive layer), in

which diffraction order polarization and intensity were measured

as a function of input polarization and applied cell voltage and

the results correlated with observations of the VGM structure

under polarized illumination in a polarizing microscope, as well

as the with various theoretical models of the VGM domain

structure.

Two recent papers summarizing these results are included

here. The first paper "Physical Characterization of the Variable

Grating Mode Liquid Crystal Device" by A.R. Tanguay, Jr.,

C.S. Wu, P. Chavel, T.C. Strand and A.A. Sawchuk, has been

accepted for publication in Optical Engineering, special issue on

Spatial Light Modulators: Fundamental Characteristics,

November/December 1983. This paper summarizes the physical

principles of operation of VGM devices and describes work in: a)

experimental measurements of the Jones matrix describing
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polarized light propagation through the VGM cell; b) the

thickness dependence of the molecular orientation angles; c)

understanding of the physical constraints on the VGM response

time; and d.) the possibility of a VGM device with ac bias.

A second paper "Polarization Properties of the Variable

Grating Mode Liquid Crystal Device" by A.R. Tanguay, Jr.,

P. Chavel, T.C. Strand and C.S. Wu, has been submitted to Optics

Letters for publication and is also included here. This paper

contains detailed results on the spatial distribution of the

orientation of liquid crystal molecules in a VGM device.

Experimental measurements of the polarization properties of light

diffracted by the liquid crystal birefringent phase grating have

been made as a function of the applied voltage across the cell.
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Abstract

The physical principles of operation of the Variable Grating

Mode Liquid Crystal Device are described. The VGM device is

capable of performing a two-dimensional intensity-to-spatial

frequency conversion, which in turn allows the implementation of

a wide range of nonlinear optical processing and computing

functions. The device utilizes certain nematic liquid crystal

mixtures that are observed to form variable frequency diffraction

gratings under the influence of an applied bias voltage. Both

fundamental and technological limitations to device performance

characteristics are discussed.
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Physical Characterization of the Variable Grating Mode

Liquid Crystal Device

I. Introduction

A wide variety of one- and two-dimensional operations are

necessary for full-scale implementation of parallel optical

processing and computing systems. Incoherent-to-coherent

conversions are often required for algorithms involving spectrum

analysis and modification, correlation, convolution, and

holographic image formation, particularly when the information to

be processed is available only in time-sequential or

matrix-addressed raster format. A number of one- and

two-dimensional spatial light modulators capable of this type of

image transduction are described within this Special Issue [1-4]

as well as in several review articles [5-8].

Other, equally important processing and computing functions

such as logic operations, programmable matrix addressing, binary

addition, linearity compensation, and input-output nonlinearities

(e.g., exponentials, logarithms, power laws, thresholds, level

slices, and level restoration) have proven particularly difficult

to implement. All of these functions, on the other hand, can be

implemented by means of some form of intensity-to-position

encoding in conjunction with either fixed (single function) or

programmable (multi-function) masks. This general statement

follows from the realization that all of the functions listed

above are special cases of data-dependent multiplications, in
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which the input value (e.g., pixel intensity) selects the

appropriate multiplier (e.g., mask location) to obtain the

desired product (e.g., output intensity).

The Variable Grating Mode Liquid Crystal Device (VGM LCD)

[9-12) transforms input intensities to spatial positions when

used in conjunction with a Fourier transform lens. The nature of

this image transformation can be realized in the following

manner. The VGM LCD primarily consists of a photoconductive

layer in series with a layer of nematic liquid crystal mixture.

A dc bias voltage is applied across the device to provide a

voltage division between the two layers. Within a given image

pixel, the input intensity decays the voltage across the

photoconductive layer and correspondingly enhances the voltage

across the liquid crystal layer. The photoconductor thus

implements an intensity-to-voltage conversion. The nematic

liquid crystal mixture employed in the device has the unusual

property that the alignment of the liquid crystal molecules,

which is homogeneous in the quiescent state, exhibits spatially

periodic modulation when a bias voltage is applied across the

layer. This modulation results in a birefringent phase grating

[13] characterized by a spatial frequency that depends linearly

on the applied voltage. The effect of the liquid crystal layer

is thus to implement a voltage-to-spatial frequency conversion.

If both layers are considered together, the entire device is thus

seen to perform an image-wise intensity-to-spatial frequency

conversion, which can be modified to the more general
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intensity-to-position transformation by placing a Fourier

transform lens behind the VGM LCD. Collimated readout

illumination normally incident on the device (at a wavelength of

photoconductive insensitivity) is angle-encoded within each image

pixel by diffraction from each induced phase grating, and

subsequently angle-to-position mapped by the Fourier transform

lens into its focal plane.

This type of process is shown schematically in Fig. 1, in

which the input image is assumed to consist of two separate

regions of differing intensity. The VGM LCD encodes both regions

with different spatial frequencies, resulting in separated

diffraction orders in the filter (Fourier) plane. Insertion of

an appropriate spatial filter or programmable mask (not shown in

Fig. 1) into the Fourier plane allows the separated orders to be

selectively modified to implement any desired data-dependent

multiplication or point nonlinearity. In the reconstructed

output image, all regions of equal input intensity are modified

identically irrespective of their location in the input image

field. Thus, all of the data-dependent multiplications are

performed in parallel. Functional programmability is achieved by

replacement or reprogramming of the Fourier plane mask, which

need only be a low resolution device with a total number of

resolution elements equal to the number of grey levels required

to be processed.

The overall input-output characteristic of nonlinear
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function implementation utilizing the VGM LCD is shown

schematically in Fig. 2, by specifying sequentially the nature of

the transformations from input intensity to spatial frequency

within the VGM LCD, from spatial frequency to spatial filter

amplitude transmittance in the Fourier transform plane, and from

output amplitude to output intensity (usually by means of square

law detection). The overall nonlinearity achieved can be easily

compensated for the functional dependences of the separate steps

by adjustment of the selected spatial filter transmittance

function.

The VGM LCD has thus far been utilized to perform a wide

variety of parallel nonlinear point transformations, including

level slicing [9,10,12), binary logic functions (AND, OR, NOR,

etc.) [10,11,12), and full binary addition (inputs: two addend

bit planes and one carry bit plane; outputs: sum bit plane and

carry bit plane)[ll). The purpose of this paper is to describe

the physical principles of operation of the variable Grating Mode

Liquid Crystal Device, identifying areas of strength and

weakness, and differentiating limitations to current device

performance thought to be fundame tal in origin from those that

are seemingly technological. Sect~on II consists of a more

detailed description of the device, its operating mode, and its

operational properties. The fundamental origins of these

operational properties are examined in Section III, in which the

natural focus will be the physical mechanism of the variable

grating mode effect in nematic liquid crystal mixtures.
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Experimental and theoretical efforts to elucidate the nature of

this mechanism are described in Section IV, concluding with

several important but as yet unanswered questions.

II. Device Description and operational Mode

A number of important aspects of device construction and

device operation are reviewed in this Section. A more complete

description of these concepts has appeared previously [9-12).

The critical element of the VGM LCD is a thin (4-12 Uim)

layer of nematic liquid crystal mixture [12] that exhibits a

periodic modulation of the liquid crystal director, and hence of

the index ellipsoid, under application of an electric field

normal to the plane of the layer. By means of suitable

preferential alignment techniques [9,12], the quiescent state of

the liquid crystal is homogeneous (parallel to the plane of the

layer). As will be discussed in Section IV, this periodic

variation of the principal axes of the dielectric tensor gives

rise to a birefringent phase grating characterized by striking

and unique optical properties (14]. The grating can be

visualized in a polarizing microscope, as shown in Fig. 3, by

utilizing the birefringence properties of the periodic

perturbation. Distinct polarizer/analyzer combinations give rise

to remarkably different grating images, as can be seen by

comparison of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) (see Section IV). Furthermore,

the grating period is observed experimentally to be related

inversely to the applied voltage across the layer. Above the
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threshold for domain formation, therefore, the spatial frequency

of the grating is a linear function of the voltage across the

layer, as shown for a variety of nematic liquid crystal mixtures

in Fig. 4.

This voltage-to-spatial frequency transformation can be

optically addressed by means of a photoconductor placed in series

with the liquid crystal layer, as shown in Fig. 5 and described

in the previous Section. The photoconductive layer employed in

devices constructed thus far is comprised of evaporated or

ion-beam sputtered zinc sulfide (ZnS), chosen to optimize the

impedance match with the liquid crystal layer (P>010 -cm). The

layer thicknesses employed were of order 1.5-5 1m. As shown in

Fig. 5, the photoconductive and liquid crystal layers are

sandwiched between indium tin oxide (ITO) - coated 1.2 cm thick

glass optical flats. The liquid crystal layer thickness is

determined by a perimeter mylar spacer.

In operation, a dc bias voltage is applied between the

indium tin oxide electrodes, of order 40-150 V. The input image

to be spatial frequency encoded is focused on the ZnS

photoconductor, producing image-wise modulation of the local

voltage across the liquid crystal layer, thus effecting a

parallel intensity-to-spatial frequency conversion. The high

lateral impedance of the thin film layers allows high resolution

images to be processed with low pixel-to-pixel cross-talk. The

device sensitivity is optimized for exposure at blue and near
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ultraviolet wavelengths due to the peak photosensitivity of zinc

sulfide in that spectral region. Quasi-nondestructive readout

can be accomplished at wavelengths beyond the photoconductivity

edge, such as that of the He-Ne laser (6328 A). Image erasure

occurs with removal of the input image, within the dielectric and

liquid crystal relaxation times of the device (see Section III).

To date, all VGM LCDs that we have constructed have been designed

for transmissive readout, although reflective readout is possible

with incorporation of an appropriate dielectric mirror. Such a

configuration would have the advantage of fully separating the

reading and writing functions, allowing for increased effective

optical gain.

III. Fundamental Origins of the Operational Properties

As was mentioned in Section II, the operational properties

of the VGM LCD are primarily determined by the variable grating

mode effect exhibited by the nernatic mixture liquid crystal

layer. The current state of knowledge concerning the physical

origin of this unique effect is summarized in Section IV. In

this Section, we outline a number of key factors and

considerations which affect several important device properties,

in order to provide both focus and a frame of reference for the

succeeding Section. These device properties include the

accessible range of spatial frequencies, the number of accessible

grey levels, the functional dependence of diffraction efficiency

on applied voltage, maximum diffraction efficiency, response



time, device uniformity, device input sensitivity, and device

operational lifetime.

The accessible range of spatial frequencies extends from the

threshold for grating formation at the low end to the onset of

dynamic scattering induced by high electric fields at the high

end, as shown in Fig. 4. For phenyl benzoate mixtures with

slightly negative dielectric anisotropy (< -0.30) such as HRL

2N40 [15], this range extends from approximately 200 line

pairs/mm to over 600 line pairs/mm. In order to avoid overlap of

higher diffracted orders from lower spatial frequencies with

lower diffracted orders from higher spatial frequencies, the

maximum range that can be processed (uniquely assigned to

specific grey levels) spans a factor of two in spatial frequency.

For example, a useable range in HRL 2N40 extends from 300 line

pairs/mm to 600 line pairs/mm without order overlap. This

accessible range can be extended by an additional factor of two

by utilizing the orthogonal polarization behavior of alternating

diffracted orders, as described in Section IV. Hence, the

accessible range of spatial frequencies observed in several of

the nematic liquid crystal mixtures tested so far is sufficient

for optimized grey scale processing. It should be noted that

although the maximum number of resolution elements that can be

processed is linearly proportional to the highest spatial

frequency utilized for devices of a given size (see discussion

below), use of significantly larger spatial frequencies begins to

place stringent requirements on the Fourier transform lens due to
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f-number reduction. For example, to utilize a spatial frequency

range of 600 line pairs/mm requires the output optics to have an

f-number less than 1.2 (or less than 2.6 if the lens is displaced

off axis to accept only the positive diffracted orders). This is

primarily a pragmatic limitation rather than a fundamental one,

as VGM effects have been observed at spatial frequencies

exceeding 1000 line pairs/nun [16].

The number of accessible grey levels that lead to

well-separated diffraction orders in the filter plane is limited

by the ratio of the frequency range between VGM harmonics to the

object spectrum bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 6. The object

spectrum bandwidth is in turn limited primarily by two effects:

spot size due to diffraction from finite-sized pixel apertures,

and grating imperfections that cause local deviations from

uniform spatial frequency. The first effect is fundamental and

has been treated previously [10]. The principal result of this

analysis is the inequality

bv > 2N()
0-

in which b is the pixel width, v. is the lowest useable VGM

spatial frequency, and N is the desired number of distinguishable

grey levels. This inequality requires that the pixel size

contain at least 2N periods of the lowest grating frequency if N

grey levels are to be processed. For example, a 256x256 pixel

image could be processed with 32 distinguishable grey levels on a

50 mm square device with v = 300 line pairs/mm. An additional
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restriction arises from scattering effects due to grating

imperfections, which tend to further increase the size of the

diffracted orders. The most common type of imperfection observed

in these devices is the joining or splitting of grating lines, as

shown in the photomicrograph in Fig. 7. The origin of these

"disclinations" is not at present understood, although the

density of occurrence of such imperfections is directly related

to the quality of substrate preparation.

A typical measurement of the functional dependence of

diffraction efficiency on the applied voltage across the VGM

liquid crystal layer is shown in Fig. 8. Since the applied

voltage is linearly related to the induced grating spatial

frequency, this relationship is illustrative of the dependence of

the diffraction efficiency on spatial frequency as well. To

first order, the nature of this dependence is not important to

the implementation of optical processing functions, since any

variation in diffraction efficiency with spatial frequency can be

linearized by insertion of an appropriate multiplicative filter

in the focal plane of the Fourier transform lens. In any case,

the theoretical functional dependence can be derived only from

knowledge of the relationship between the induced orientational

angles of the liquid crystal director and the applied voltage

across the layer. This relationship is discussed further in the

subsequent Section.

The maximum diffraction efficiency that can be achieved at a
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given spatial frequency and applied voltage depends fundamentally

on the magnitude of the anisotropy in the index of refraction

(An-- ne- n~ot with ne the extraordinary refractive index for

polarization parallel to the molecular axis and no the ordinary

refractive index for polarization perpendicular to the molecular

axis), the magnitude of the periodic angular reorientation of the

liquid crystal director, and the thickness of the VGM liquid

crystal layer. Full periodic reorientation of the index

ellipsoid from homogeneous (parallel to the substrate) alignment

to homeotropic (perpendicular) alignment for HRL 2N40 (An = 0.15)

in a 6 P'm cell read out at 6328 A gives rise to an optical phase

modulation of approximately 9 radians. Hence, the maximum

diffraction efficiency is fundamentally limited to that expected

for a pure sinusoidal phase grating (171. In practice, full

reorientation is typically not achieved before the onset of

dynamic scattering, although reorientation angles of 450 are

thought at present to be commonly reached (see Section IV). As

can be seen from Fig. 8, typical second order diffraction

efficiencies are of order 20%. This order is larger than the

first diffracted order due to the peculiar nature of the

birefringent phase grating formed by the VGM distortion (details

are given for this phenomenon in Section IV).

The response time of the cell is a critical parameter that

directly affects the achievable overall processing throughput

rate. At present it is the major factor inhibiting widespread

incorporation of VGM devices in optical processing systems. The
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iisetime for grating formation from below to above threshold

varies from mixture to mixture, but is typically of order one

second. The response time for grating change in response to a

step increase in applied voltage (corresponding to a step

increase in gratin~g spatial frequency) is typically of order a

fraction of a second [18]. The response time of the

photoconductive voltage division across the liquid crystal layer

is not a significant factor by orders of magnitude relative to

the reorientation response time, so that eventual improvements in

VGM LCD response time will accrue only by advances in the state

of understanding of the physical origin of the VGM effect and the

dynamical nature of the grating reorientation process, followed

by appropriate modification of the device operational mode to

enhance the rate of molecular reorientation and/or a search for a

nematic liquid crystal mixture with physical characteristics

optimized for dynamic VGM effects.

The input sensitivity of the VGM LCD, defined as the input

(writing) intensity per unit area per unit change in grating

spatial frequency, is determined by a number of factors. These

include the slope of induced grating spatial frequency as a

function of applied voltage for the particular nematic liquid

crystal mixture employed, the wavelength dependence of the

photoconductive layer photosensitivity, and the cell switching

ratio (fractional increase in voltage across the liquid crystal

layer from illumination at the threshold for grating formation to

saturation). The first factor (liquid crystal response slope)
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varies significantly from mixture to mixture (see Fig. 4). Of

the VGM nematic liquid crystal mixtures investigated to date, HRL

2N40 has proved to be nearly optimum in this regard. It is not

yet clear what fundamentally influences and eventually limits

this parameter. The photosensitivity of the photoconductive

layer is determined primarily by the choice of photoconductive

material (limited to those that can be appropriately

impedance-matched to the liquid crystal layer), method and

quality of thin film deposition, layer thickne: s,, itctral width

and central wavelength of the exposure (writing) illumination,

and the operational bias voltage employed. The -ell switching

ratio is a function of the series impedance of the liquid crystal

layer, the impedance of the unilluminated photoconductive layer,

and the impedance of the photoconductive layer under saturation

illumination. In addition, the cell switching ratio will be

altered by incorporation of surfactant layers t , improve liquid

crystal quiescent alignment, and of a dielectric mirror in the

reflective readout device structure. At this .... ge of the device

development, the input sensitivity of the VGM !.CD has not been

optimized. A typical value of 1b( ;'/cm' )kni /line pair) was

obtained with a VGM LCD consisting of a 6 1.m L>'er ot HRL 2N40 in

series with a 5 Pm thick evaporated ZnS laver that had been

polished and rubbed with surfactant polyvinyl .Icchol, operated

at 160 VDC and illuminated in the passband 410 to 550 nm [9].

The uniformity of VGM LCD response depends inherently on

technological issues, including uniformity of layer thicknesses,
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homogeneous mixing of the liquid crystal material employed, and

the as-deposited spatial dependence of photoconductive

sensitivity. Whereas it is relatively straightforward to

construct electrically-activated VGM cells (see Section IV) that

exhibit a high degree of spatial uniformity, deposition of a

photoconductive layer with equivalent spatial homogeneity has

proven more difficult. Nonuniformity of the device response

characteristic can be a contributing factor in the establishment

of the maximum number of accessible grey levels discussed

previously. In experimental devices constructed thus far, device

uniformity has not proven to be the limiting factor. In any

case, it is expected that response nonuniformities can be

minimized significantly by improvements in the photoconductive

layer deposition process.

The lifetimes of experimentally constructed VGM LCDs have

ranged from less than a week to over a year. The causes of VGM

device failure have not yet been extensively studied, although

several contributing factors can be identified. These factors

include the purity and composition of the liquid crystal mixture

employed, the nature of the liquid crystal/photoconductive layer

interface, the integrity of the device sealing process, and the

device operational history. Since the VGM effect requires a dc

applied voltage, unidirectional ion poisoning may contribute to

gradual device degradation.
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IV. Physical Origin of the Variable Grating Mode Effect

As can be clearly understood from the discussion presented

in Section III, a vast majority of the important device

operational properties depend critically on the detailed nature

of the grating formation and dynamic reorientation process. The

elucidation of the fundamental nature of the grating (molecular

orientation angles as a function of applied voltage across the

liquid crystal layer) and of the physical mechanism that gives

rise to the observed periodic instability and its reorientation

dynamics has been a subject of considerable experimental and

theoretical interest [11,16,19-30). In this section, the present

state of understanding of the VGM effect is described, and a

number of important unresolved questions are presented.

The grating produced by the periodic spatial reorientation

of the nematic liquid crystal molecules is quite unusual, giving

rise to striking polarization-dependent properties [11). These

diffraction effects can be investigated in an

electrically-activated VGM cell with no intervening

photoconductive layer, as shown in Fig. 9. The orientation of

the grating is such that the grating wavevector is perpendicular

to the direction of unperturbed alignment, which is homogeneous

and induced by unidirectional rubbing or ion beam milling. That

is, the periodic modulation direction is perpendicular to the

initial (zero applied bias) liquid crystal director (long

molecular axis), as shown in the polarization micrographs
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(Fig. 3).

For all linear input polarization angles, the even and odd

diffraction orders are found to be essentially linearly

polarized. In addition, the even diffraction orders are nearly

linearly polarized parallel to the "domains" comprising the VGM

grating, as shown in Fig. 10. For input polarization

perpendicular to the domains, the even orders are found to be

almost fully extinguished. On the other hand, the odd

diffraction orders are nearly linearly polarized with a major

axis that rotates counterclockwise at the same rate as the input

polarization is rotated clockwise. This effect is the same as

that produced by a half-wave plate oriented at 45 with respect

to the grating wavevector. For input polarization at 45 to the

wavevector, all orders are observed in the far field diffraction

pattern. An analyzer placed on the output side of the VGM device

can be rotated to extinguish the even orders (when oriented

parallel to the grating wavevector) or the odd orders (when

oriented at -45 to the grating wavevector).

These unusual polarization properties have recently been

utilized to determine the spatial distribution of the molecular

orientation within the VGM liquid crystal layer [11]. The

polarization dependence of the diffraction phenomena is directly

related to the formation of a birefringent phase grating [13], in

which the principal axis of the index ellipsoid varies

periodically both in the plane of the grating (characterized by
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I

an orientation angle a )and normal to the plane of the grating

(characterized by an orientation angle n ). The angular

coordinates are as shown in Fig. 9.

The polarization properties of light diffracted by the

liquid crystal birefringent phase grating can be summarized by

means of a transfer matrix that connects the output polarization

at each point (x,y) on the rear surface of the liquid crystal

layer with the input polarization at the front surface of the

liquid crystal layer. On the basis of the experimental

observations, this matrix must be of the form:

A + A(x;p) B(x;2p)[ 0 (2)
C(x;2p) Do + D(x;p)

in which the notation A(x;p) indicates that the complex amplitude

A varies in the x direction with periodic repetition distance p.

For uniaxial liquid crystal molecules at an arbitrary orientation

(a,n), assumed uniform throughout the layer thickness at a given

coordinate in the x direction, the Jones matrix can be determined

by appropriate rotations of the index ellipsoid, which yields:

Ssin2a(l- e j ) sinacosa(l- ) 1

sinacosa(l- e j4 ) 2 - Cos2a(l ej (3)
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where 21 2 t{ +.2o 2 Tj 2 n0

00

ordinary index of refraction, ne is the extraordinary index of

refraction, and X is the wavelength of readout illumination

employed. The angles a and fl are assumed to be periodic

functions of x and independent of y and z. Measurement of the

intensities in each diffraction order for a minimum set of

polarizer/analyzer orientations uniquely determines the

magnitudes of the Fourier components of the polarization transfer

matrix. These experimentally derived values can then be compared

with the theoretically calculated coefficients of Eq. (3) (by

harmonic expansion) for different possible assumptions concerning

the spatial distribution of the orientation angles a and n. An

example of such a comparison between theory and experiment is

shown in Fig. 11, under the assumption that the spatial

dependences of a and n~ are given by

a a ax COS x ~ max (4)

This procedure allows the extraction of the maximum orientational
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a

excursion angles ao(V) and no (V) as functions of the applied

bias voltage above the threshold for grating formation, as shown

in Fig. 12(o) and Fig. 13(o). In each case, subject to the

assumed form of a and n implicit in Eq. 4, it is observed that

the maximum excursion angles both in and out of the plane of the

grating seem to increase as the logarithm of the applied voltage.

The spatial distribution of the ends of the liquid crystal

molecules described by Eq. 4 is approximately cycloidal. Such a

dependence of the angles a and n on the spatial coordinate x has

been predicted by direct minimization of the free energy in a

similar nematic liquid crystal system [211. This particular

solution is obtained by incorporation of the converse

flexoelectric effect in the expression for the free energy

[13,31,33). The flexoelectric effect describes a strain-induced

polarization that arises due to molecular shape effects in

conjunction with a nonzero dipole moment as shown schematically

in Fig.14. The converse flexoelectric effect thus pertains to a

polarization-induced strain within the liquid crystal layer,

which can result in a periodic molecular reorientation

characterized by a linear dispersion relation between the grating

wavevector and the applied field, as is observed experimentally.

Including the dielectric, distortion, and flexoelectric

contribution to the free energy yields an expression of the form:
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rVG = 'dilctric + Fditotio + Fflolctric dV

2 2

2 f 1_
2 (5)

+ K3 (n x V x n)I dV

-f 1 (")(n•E) + e 3  (V x n) xdVf le

in which K1 , K2, and K 3 are the elastic constants for splay,

twist, and bend deformations, respectively; n is the liquid

crystal director, E is the applied electric field, ce and co are

principal components of the dielectric tensor of the liquid

crystal, and e1  and e3 are flexoelectric coefficients [31).

Minimization of FVGM with respect to the orientation angles a and

n of the director, subject to fully pinned boundary conditions at

both substrate surfaces, and with the simplifying assumption that

K= K 2 K, yields [211:

C = C cos(kx) cos(Oz/t)

(6)

i = TI sin(kx) cos(7Tz/t)

in which k is the grating wavevector and t the liquid crystal



layer thickness. This solution generates a dispersion relation

between E and k of the form:

2 (K 2  (k 2 + (/t) 2) 2
E e* k2 + (k 2  2 ) ()

in which e* e-e 3 ,  (K/47re* 2 ), and E c The
1 1 (Ca a ce 0 -o

dispersion relation is linear when k >> 7r/t, as shown in Fig. 15

(compare with the experimental relationship shown in Fig. 4).

The origin of the periodic instability in VGM liquid

crystals has not yet been established beyond doubt, although the

accumulated evidence points strongly toward the converse

flexoelectric effect. This assignment is also intuitively

appealing, since the VGM effect is observed only in liquid

crystal mixtures with slightly negative dielectric anisotropy

(121, for which both the dielectric and distortion contributions

to the free energy increase for deviations from uniform

alignment. The addition of the flexoelectric term counteracts

these effects, producing a free energy minimum at non-zero

distortion angles. Furthermore, this model predicts a static

periodic perturbation; no hydrodynamic or electrohydrodynamic

effects are observed in our test cells.

The dynamics of grating formation, reorientation, and

relaxation are subjects of ongoing experimental and theoretical

investigation. Understanding of the basic physical principles
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underlying these effects is vital to the success of efforts to

improve the VGM LCD response time.

A number of spatial discontinuities can be observed within

the liquid crystal layer, similar in appearance to

crystallographic dislocations (see Fig. 7). The "dislocation"

density increases with time as each VGM device deteriorates, and

strongly depends on the manner in which the applied bias is

brought from below to above the threshold of grating formation.

In some cases, as the applied bias across an electrically

activated cell is increased or decreased, the "dislocations"

propagate past each other while the grating period decreases or

increases, respectively. Dislocations with opposite orientations

propagate in opposite directions until a new stable equilibrium

situation is achieved. It is not yet clear whether these

"dislocations" represent true disclinations, for which the liquid

crystal director is discontinuous near the defect, or whether

they are in fact alternative local continuous solutions to the

free energy minimization, perhaps induced by an as yet

undiscovered perturbation.

A large number of research directions have been described in

the foregoing. In addition, several others are worthy of note.

First, numerous experimental measurements of the off-diagonal

elements in the Jones matrix describing polarized light

propagation through the VGM cell have revealed a significant

asymmetry not predicted by the uniaxial model. The origin of
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this "B/C" asymmetry effect has not yet been elucidated. Second,

the thickness dependence of the molecular orientation angles a

and 9 has not been fully established. The solution proposed [21]

in Eq. 6 assumes full surface pinning at the substrate

boundaries, and represents the lowest order z-dependent mode.

The polarization-dependent diffracted order measurements

described herein do not provide clear differentiation between a

uniform z-dependence and the lowest order mode. Third, the

nature of the transient solutions to the free energy minimization

incorporating molecular dynamic and viscosity effects has not

been treated. Solution of this problem is key to response time

optimization of the VGM liquid crystal device. Fourth, it is not

yet clear whether a nematic liquid crystal mixture can be found

that exhibits a useful VGM effect under ac bias. Such a mixture

may provide significant immunity from long-term ion-poisoning

effects. Finally, it should be emphasized that the variable

grating mode liquid crystal effect provides only one possible

means of achieving parallel intensity-to-position encoding. The

processing potential of the intensity-to-position algorithm

should provide more than adequate inducement to intensify the

search for alternative implementations.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Experimental arrangement for demonstration of

intensity-to-position encoding by means of an intensity-to-

spatial frequency conversion in a VGM LCD.

Figure 2 VGM nonlinear processing. The overall input-output

characteristic can be found by stepping through the successive

nonlinear transformations including (1) the intensity-to-spatial

frequency conversion, (2) spatial filtering, and (3) intensity

detection.

Figure 3 Polarization photomicrographs of the liquid crystal

domain pattern in an electrically activated cell. In (a), the

polarizer was oriented at 900, and the analyzer at 900, with

respect to the grating wavevector. In (b), the polarizer was

oriented at 900, and the analyzer at 100, with respect to the

grating wavevector. The unit vector n A denotes the direction of

quiescent alignment, and kG indicates the direction of the grating

wavevector.

Figure 4 VGM spatial frequency as a function of applied voltage

for various nematic liquid crystal mixtures.

Figure 5 Schematic diagram of the VGM Liquid Crystal Device.

Current devices are read out in transmission at a wavelength of

photoconductive insensitivity.

Figure 6 Grey level resolution. The number of accessible grey

levels is limited by the ratio of the separation between VGM

harmonics to the object spectrum bandwidth.
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Figure 7 Polarization photomicrograph of a VGM liquid crystal

layer exhibiting a number of grating discontinuities (circled).

Figure 8 Diffraction efficiency as a function of applied

voltage across a nematic liquid crystal mixture of phenyl

benzoates (HRL 2N40). The layer thickness was approximately 6 Pm

as defined by a perimeter mylar spacer.

Figure 9 Variable grating mode liquid crystal test geometry

showing the cartesian coordinate system referred to in the text

as well as the molecular orientation angles a and n. This

configuration was utilized in the polarized light diffraction

efficiency and photomicroscopy experiments.

Figure 10 The polarization behavior of VGM diffracted orders,

with illumination normal to the plane of the liquid crystal

layer. The left hand column indicates the input polarization

associated with each row of output polarizations. The inset

shows the corresponding orientation of the VGM grating.

Figure 11 Measured diffracted order intensities as a function

of theoretical intensities calculated from the uniaxial VGM model

described in the text.

Figure 12 The in-plane molecular orientation angle (ao ) as a

function of the applied dc bias voltage across the cell (V) (see

Fig. 5).

Figure 13 The out-of-plane molecular orientation angle (n ) as
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a function of the applied dc bias voltage across the cell (V)

(see Fig. 5).

Figure 14 Schematic diagram illustrating a possible mechanism

for the occurrence of the flexoelectric effect due to a shape

anisotropy in liquid crystal molecules with a permanent dipole

moment. In (a), the molecular orientations are randomly

distributed, resulting in zero net polarization. In (b), the

applied distortion induces a shape-dependent molecular

realignment, resulting in a net polarization. (After Ref. [31]).

Figure 15 Resultant theoretical dispersion relation for liquid

crystal parameters corresponding to HRL 2N40 phenyl benzoate

mixture (see Eq. 7), subject to the assumption that K= K2 = K.
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POLARIZATION PROPERTIES OF THE VARIABLE GRATING MODE
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ABSTRACT

The spatial distribution of the molecular orientation within

the liquid crystal layer of the Variable Grating Mode (VGM) Liquid

Crystal Device has been determined as a function of the applied

voltage across the cell by measurement of the polarization

properties of light diffracted by the liquid crystal birefringent

phase grating.
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POLARIZATION PROPERTIES OF THE VARIABLE GRATING MODE

LIQUID CRYSTAL DEVICE

The Variable Grating Mode (VGM) Liquid Crystal Device is a

two-dimensional spatial light modulator that is capable of

implementing an intensity-to-spatial frequency conversion over an

input image field 11]. In this process, the intensity variations

in an input image distribution are converted to local spatial

frequency variations in a phase grating structure within the liquid

crystal layer. As a direct result of this intensity-to-spatial

frequency transduction, programmable spatial filtering of the

converted image results in selected modifications of the input

intensities. Utilizing this device concept, a wide variety of

optical processing and computing functions have been demonstrated,

including linearity compensation and nonlinear function

implementation, thresholding, level slicing, binary logic (AND, OR,

NOR, etc.), full binary addition, and matrix addressing operations

[1-3]. The operation of this photoactivated device has been

described in detail previously [4].

An important area of research on the VGM liquid crystal device

is concerned with a fundamental understanding of the origin of the

"variable grating" effect, in which a thin layer of nematic liquid

crystal sandwiched between transparent conductive coatings (Fig. 1)
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is observed to exhibit a periodic refractive index anisotropy under

application of an applied dc bias voltage between the electrodes.

This index modulation results in the formation of a birefringent

phase grating [5] characterized by a fundamental spatial frequency

that depends on the magnitude of the voltage across the liquid

crystal layer. The orientation of the grating is such that the

grating wavevector is perpendicular to the direction of unperturbed

alignment, which is homogeneous and induced by unidirectional

rubbing or ion beam milling. That is, the periodic modulation

direction is perpendicular to the initial (zero applied bias)

liquid crystal director (long molecular axis), as shown in the

polarization micrographs (Fig. 2).

The polarization behavior of light diffracted from this

birefringent phase grating is quite striking. For all linear input

polarization angles, the even and odd diffraction orders are found

to be essentially linearly polarized. In addition, the even

diffraction orders are linearly polarized parallel to the "domains"

comprising the VGM grating, as shown in Fig. 3. For input

polarization perpendicular to the domains, the even orders are

found to be almost fully extinguished. On the other hand, the odd

diffraction orders are linearly polarized with a major axis that

rotates counterclockwise at the same rate as the input polarization

is rotated clockwise. This effect is the same as that produced by

a half-wave plate oriented at 450 to the grating wavevector. For

input polarization at 450 to the wavevector, all orders are

observed in the far field diffraction pattern. For this situation,
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an analyzer placed on the output side of the VGM device can be

rotated to extinguish the even orders (when oriented parallel to

the grating vector) or the odd orders (when oriented at -450 to the

grating wavevector). Above the voltage threshold for grating

formation, the intensities of the diffracted orders increase

dramatically as a function of increasing applied voltage

(increasing spatial frequency) , and asymptotically saturate.

observations of the variable grating mode structure in the

polarizing microscope provide correlating evidence for the

diffraction phenomena described above. For input polarization

perpendicular to the grating wavievector, the periodic modulation is

observed through a parallel analyzer to have a principal grating

period p which corresponds to the measured diffraction angles of

the even orders (see Figure 2(a)). For input polarization parallel

to the grating wave vector, the periodic modulation is observed

through a perpendicular analyzer to have a period 2p which

corresponds to the measured diffraction angles of all orders.

Other input polarization orientations produce apparent

superposition of the p and 2p gratings as shown in Fig. 2(b), in

agreement with the diffraction experiment results. These

experiments are performed with the focus set at the upper surface

of the liquid crystal layer. The grating contrast can be altered,

and in some cases reversed, by adjusting the focal plane to lie

within or below the liquid crystal layer.
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The polarization properties of light diffracted by the liquid

crystal birefringent phase grating can be summarized by means of a

transfer matrix that connects the output polarization at the rear

surface of the liquid crystal layer with the input polarization at

the front surface of the liquid crystal layer. On the basis of the

experimental observations, this matrix must be of the form:

A + A(x;p) B(x;2p)

C (x; 2p) D 0+ D(x;p) ()

in which the notation A(x,p) indicates that the complex amplitude A

varies in the x direction with periodic repetition distance

p. Fourier expansion of the transfer matrix yields the complex

amplitudes Ant Bn' Cn, and Dn which completely specify the

contributions of each component of the input polarization to the

observed polarization of the nth diffracted order:

A B c B(2)

n =-Cn Dn

where A = 2p is the fundamental (lowest order) grating wavelength.

The polarization transfer matrix can be calculated by

considering the uniaxial liquid crystal molecules at a given

spatial coordinate x to be characterized by a twist angle a in the

plane of the grating, followed by a tilt angle n out of the plane

of the grating. The Jones matrix for this case can be determined



by appropriate rotations of the index ellipsoid, which yield:[1 - sin 2 (1 ej) sincxcosci(l -e) ]o
sinocos a l - ej 4) 1 - cos a l - ej  )

where

2t sin2n Cos2 - n}

in which t is the liquid crystal layer thickness, no is the

ordinary refractive index, ne is the extraordinary refractive

index, and ', is the wavelength of readout illumination employed. A

uniform phase factor in Eq. (3) has been suppressed. The angles

:' and - are assumed to be periodic functions of x and independent

of y and z; since the index ellipsoid will in general have its

principal axes skewed relative to the original coordinate system,

the polarization transfer matrix is not diagonal.

Measurement of the intensities in each diffraction order for a

minimum set of polarizer/analyzer orientations uniquely determine

the values of JAn 2 , iBn!2, ICn12 , and IDn12 . These experimentally

derived values can then be compared with the theoretically

calculated coefficients of Eq. (3) (utilizing the harmonic

expansion of Eq. (2)) for different possible assumptions concerning

the spatial distribution of the orientation angles a and r .

Consideration of simple harmonic motion of the out-of-plane angle
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can be shown to explain the polarization behavior of the even

diffracted orders 15], while similar motion of the in-plane angle

a yields the polarization behavior of the odd diffracted orders

[5]. Hence as a trial solution we may take:

2x n = ±lmax sin 2Trx
= max ma A (4)

The spatial distribution in the x-direction of the ends of the

liquid crystal molecules at a given z-coordinate as described by

Eq. 4 is cycloidal in nature.

An example of such a comparison between theory and experiment

for a large number of diffracted orders is shown in Fig. 4. In

this experiment, the VGM liquid crystal utilized was a phenyl

benzoate mixture (Hughes 2N40 [l]), the cell thickness was 6.0 ,Jm,

and the applied voltage was 32 VDC. To obtain the data shown in

this Figure, a max and -max have been utilized as the only

adjustable parameters. The assumed simple harmonic spatial

dependence of the angles a and - is justified by the quality of fit

evident in Fig. 4. In addition, such a dependence of the angles

a and - on the spatial coordinate x has been predicted by direct

minimization of the free energy in a similar nematic liquid crystal

system [6].

The fitting procedure described above allows the extraction of

the maximum orientational excursion angles a max(V) and nmax(V) as

functions of the applied bias voltage above the threshold for
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grating formation, as shown in Fig. 5 (n max(V)) and in Fig. 6

m aax(,max (V)). In each case, it is observed that the maximum excursion

angles both in and out of the plane of the grating seem to increase

as thc logarithm of the applied voltage.

Numerous experimental measurements of the off-diagonal

elements in the Jones matrix describing polarized light propagation

through the VGM cell have revealed a significant asymmetry not

predicted by the uniaxial model. The origin of this "B/C"

asymmetry effect is under continuing investigation.

In conclusion, we have utilized the polarization properties of

the diffracted orders from a liquid crystal birefringent phase

grating to deduce the spatial distribution of the molecular

orientation within the liquid crystal layer.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Variable grating mode liquid crystal test geometry

showing the cartesian coordinate system referred

to in the text as well as the molecular orientation

angles a and . This configuration was utilized

in the polarized light diffraction efficiency and

photomicroscopy experiments.

Figure 2 Polarization micrographs of the liquid crystal domain

pattern in an electrically activated cell. In (A), the

polarizer was oriented at 900, and the analyzer at 900,

with respect to the grating wavevector. In (B), the

polarizer was oriented at 900, and the analyzer at

100, with respect to the grating wavevector.

Figure 3 The polarization behavior of VGM diffracted orders.

The left hand column indicates the input polarization

associated with each row of output polarizations.

The inset shows the direction of VGM domain orientation.

Figure 4 Measured diffracted order intensities as a function

of theoretical intensities calculated from the uniaxial

VGM model described in the text.

Figure 5 The out-of-plane molecular orientation angle, n, as

a function of the applied dc bias voltage across the

cell, V.

Figure 6 The in-plane molecular orientation angle, a, as a

function of the applied dc bias voltage across the

cell, V.
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